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URL 

 
http://124.124.70.124/ 
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National Institute of Technology Calicut—Library--Catalogs 

 
Accessibility 
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Language 

 
English 
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National Institute of Technology Calicut 



 
Scope and Coverage 

 
National Institute of Technology Calicut (NITC), formerly the Calicut Regional 
Engineering College (CREC), is a federally funded technical university and an 
institute of national importance governed by an act passed by the Parliament of 
India. It was established in 1961. The library has 90,000 Books 16,500 Journal 
Back Volumes and Current Subscription to 260 Journals with 201 of them with 
Online Access Component. 

 
Kind of Information 
 

 
The library website provides search bar, in this search bar users just have to put 
search terms. If there is something specific that they wish to find, like an author or a 
title, they can use the "Library Catalog" dropdown menu to select a specific area. 

Users can also use the format dropdown menu to search particular types of items - 
like books, bound volumes, or CDs - or search for items in specific collections. For 
even more specific searching, they can use the Advanced Search feature to help 
narrow search for desired documents. 

 
 
There is also an Authority Search option which includes search term in the search 
bar and search criteria like authority type (personal name, corporate name, meeting 
name etc.), search options (contains, starts with, is exactly), search terms location, 
option by which the search result would be arranged. 
 
The above search processes produce list of relevant documents to the given search 
criterion. In this list some bibliographic information are provided like title, author 
name, edition, material type, format, literary form, publisher, place of publication, 
year of publication, accession numbers etc. All the titles in this list are hyperlinked 
with another webpage of full bibliographic details of each title in general view and 
as well as in MARC view and ISBD view. The holding detail of each title is also 
kept.  
 

 
Special Features 

 
 Nalanda Digital Library is part of NIT Calicut Library and offers free 

eBooks in PDF and HTML formats in Engineering, Classic Fiction, History, 
Biography, Psychology, Philosophy, Homeopathy etc. In the web OPAC 
page of the library there is a link to Nalanda Repository. 
 

 Under each title there are options to print, highlight or unhighlight or to save 
the bibliographic record and also more searches for the title. 
 

 Along with the detail bibliographic details of each document, there is an 



 

  

 

 

option to browse for some other related documents from the collection. With 
bibliographical details of each document the similar titles of the collection 
are also provided. 
 

 
Arrangement Pattern 

 

The listed documents are arranged by relevancy to the search queries. Users can 
rearrange their desired documents in many ways, like according to popularity (most 
to least or least to most), author name (alphabetical from Z to A or from Z to A), 
call number (from 0 to 9 numbers to A to Z alphabets or vice versa), publication or 
copyright date from newest to oldest and vice versa, acquisition date from newest to 
oldest or vice versa, and lastly according to title from A to Z and vice versa. 

 
 
Remarks 

 

National Institute of Technology Calicut is one of the National Institutes of 
Technology established by the Government of India for imparting high standard 
technical education to students from all over the country. The college is among the 
very few institutions in the country to host a supercomputer of its own, and amongst 
the pioneers in the country to have a dedicated nanotechnology department. NIT 
Calicut has been ranked as the 35th best Engineering College of India in the Edu-
Rand Rankings of 2015. According to the National Institutional Ranking 
Framework (NIRF), the institute is ranked 35 in the 2016 engineering university 
rankings. 

 
 
Comparable Tools 

 
 MIT Libraries ( https://libraries.mit.edu/search/) 

 
 J.R.D. Tata Memorial Library Web OPAC  

(http://saras.library.iisc.ernet.in:8280/opac/) 
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